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QUESTION 1

I would like to add two different WS-Policy definitions to my SOAP-based Web service and I would like to give the
service consumer the choice to comply to either policy. How can I do this? Select the correct answer. 

A. Create a separate XML schema for each policy and attach both XML schemas to the service\\'s WSDL definition. 

B. Create the two separate policies and group them in a policy alternative that is then associated with the service\\'s
WSDL definition. 

C. Communicate each policy through a separate WS-Addressing SOAP header and let the service consumer choose
which header to use. 

D. You cannot do this. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is true? Select the correct answer. 

A. WS-Policy allows for the definition of policies that can be ignored by service consumers. 

B. WS-Policy allows for the definition of procedure-related policies that can be attached to database tables. 

C. WS-Policy allows for the definition of MEP policies that are limited to outbound MEPs only. 

D. None of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is true? Select the correct answer. 

A. Service activities represent runtime activity that occurs within the underlying service logic. 

B. Service activities represent design-time message exchanges that are established between SOAP-based Web
services and defined as part of the operation definition within the WSDL definition. 

C. Service activities represent runtime activity that occurs between services. 

D. Service activities represent runtime activity that occurs between complex and simple XML Schema types. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements is false? Select the correct answer. 
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A. Multiple XML documents can link to the same XML schema. 

B. One XML document can link to multiple XML schemas. 

C. XML schemas cannot be embedded within XML documents. 

D. XML schemas can exist as separate files. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements makes sense? Select the correct answer. 

A. I designed a unique XML schema for each of my REST services so that the HTTP methods used by these services
are consistently named. 

B. My REST services are limited to the use of the GET HTTP method because only one XML schema was designed for
all of them. In order to support additional HTTP methods, additional XML schemas will need to be designed due to the
inherent dependency HTTP has on the XML Schema Definition Language. 

C. I designed my REST services to share the same XML schema. 

D. XML schemas cannot be used by REST services. 

Correct Answer: C 
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